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1. INTRODUCTION
This manual has to be considered as an ANNEX to the current LYNX manuals
available in our website. This section is related to special functions developed in
the latest FW release and available from these versions onwards:

VIVO MONITORS:
v02.05.007

LYNX PANELS:
v02.05.007

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT UNIT:
v02.03.011
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2. LYNX MONITOR
This section aims to describe into detail the new functions we can enable in
VIVO monitors. By default, new functions are disabled. In order to enable them,
the installer should access to the installer settings button:

The installer is required to enter a PIN code (4444 by default).

NOTE: In all the PIN code insertion screens, including user settings, installer
settings and alarms, the operation can be aborted by pressing the HOME
button. This brings the user back to the HOME menu.
Once the PIN code is accepted, a new window is shown:

Next, the installer should select the “Optional functions” button:

Optional Functions
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On this screen, the user can enable/diable the available functions. This version
includes classic and new functions we can enable such as:

Lynx Router Settings & Mobility

Relay Control

2.1 Lynx Router settings & Mobility
This new function will allow users to divert calls to their Smartphone/Tablet
thanks to a LYNX Router device F01609. This is one of the main elements in
charge of the mobility function network element, it is necessary in your system
because it coordinates the communication of panel, VIVO monitors and Lynx
Mobile application turning the whole set into a Lynx network.
2.1.1 Setting LYNX router
In this section we describe the procedure to establish the settings directly from
the monitor. This procedure is oriented to installers.
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In order to establish the Lynx Router settings, the installer should access to the
installer settings button.

The installer is required to enter a PIN code (4444 by default).

NOTE: In all the PIN code insertion screens, including user settings, installer
settings and alarms, the operation can be aborted by pressing the HOME
button. This brings the user back to the HOME menu.
Once the PIN code is accepted, a new window is shown:

Next, the installer should select the mobility settings button (in order to find it,
the user might probably need to scroll among the installer settings pages, with
the arrow buttons).

Mobility Settings

Once this button is clicked, the following screen is shown:
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This screen provides a way for the VIVO monitor to identify the current Lynx
Router associated to the installation. If the IP address is not set, set the IP
manually and confirm.
2.1.2 Enable mobility
Once the mobility function has been enabled and the Lynx Router settings are
correctly set, we can start mobility configuration from the main menu. The
mobility icon represents a VIVO monitor paired to several mobile devices.

Mobility button

This button will be shown if the installer has made visible the mobility application
from the installer menu. Once we have clicked on the mobility button from the
main menu, the following screen will be shown
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This screen shows the function in the title (in this case, mobility) and we can
find a checkbox to enable mobility in the current unit. When the user checks
this option, the call divert is activated and the linked mobile phones will receive
call notifications. When the option is unchecked, no call divertion will be done.
NOTE: Both actions, enable and disable mobility, take about 5 minutes to be
effective since the user requests them.
Additionally, it contains two buttons, with the following functionality:

Pair device: It allows to pair a mobile device to the current unit.

List of paired devices: It shows a list with the currently paired
devices, associated to the current unit.

2.1.3 Pair mobile device
The process of pairing a new mobile device to the current unit requires installing
and starting the Lynx Mobile application on the selected device to be paired.
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First, once the user has enabled mobility on the unit, the whole process starts
with the selection of the “Pair device” button:

A QR code will be shown in the VIVO monitor screen, ready to be detected by
the Lynx Mobile application.
NOTE: See Manual Cod.97872 for more details about LYNXED APP
2.1.4 List of devices
Once several devices are paired to LYNX, users might need to check if their
devices are currently paired to the current unit. In order to check the current
paired items associated to the unit, the system provides a functionality to check
the currently paired devices.

List of paired devices: It shows a list with the currently paired
devices, associated to the current unit.
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During the process of pairing a device, some of the entries that will be shown in
the list of devices will be shown as “Waiting mobile info”. These entries will be
updated with the assigned device names when they are able to connect.
NOTE: If the devices do not respond, these entries will be automatically
removed after 20 minutes.

2.2 Relay Control
This option allows activating external relays located in our LYNX system from
our monitor. These external relays are referred to MASTER/SLAVE IP Relay
modules F01615 + F01616 which can be connected at any point of our LYNX
network.
2.2.1 Relay settings
In this section we describe the procedure to establish the settings directly from
the monitor. This procedure is oriented to installer users. In order to establish
the Relay settings, the installer should access to the installer settings button.

The installer is required to enter a PIN code (4444 by default).

NOTE: In all the PIN code insertion screens, including user settings, installer
settings and alarms, the operation can be aborted by pressing the HOME
button. This brings the user back to the HOME menu.

Once the PIN code is accepted, a new window is shown:
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Next, the installer should select the mobility settings button (in order to find it,
the user might probably need to scroll among the installer settings pages, with
the arrow buttons).

Relay Control Settings

Relay Control Settings shows a table list with five relays and six fields.
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-

-

-

Checkbox: This field is used for enabling/disabling each relay.
ID: Relay identifier, which cannot be modified.
Name: Name of the relay that can be customized by the user. By default it is
blank, max length for the name is 16 characters. In case the user writes
more than 16 characters, the leftover ones will be ignored.
Group: Group number of the relay.
 This is the last digit of the IP address set in the corresponding Master
IP Relay module Ref.1615.
Module: module number
 Set 255 for selecting the Master Module
 Set 1-32 for selecting an Slave Module
Relay: relay number in such module
 Set 0-3 for Master Module
 Set 0-9 for Slave Module

NOTE: Monitor has access only to the relay modules belonging to its own
“block” number.
The changes will take effect when user saves the changes by clicking on the
“ACCEPT” button.
2.2.2 Relay Control configuration from web server
The installer can make modifications in order to configure Relay Control system
from webserver. On Main page, the user can access to Relay Control settings
in Advanced menu.
The browser shows the following page:
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From here, the installer can enable/disable each relay using its corresponding
checkbox. Once a relay is enabled, then four textboxes (fields) will be displayed
for that relay. The first three textboxes are used to indicate Group, Module and
Relay numbers. The last textbox is employed to indicate the “Name” of the
relay.
When the user makes click on save button, then the information is validated. If
the information is valid the following page is shown.

The Relay control configuration is saved inside the configuration file. The user
can download this configuration file from the web server. Additionally, in case of
VIVO monitors, the installer can use the configuration file to upload
configuration by using a SD card with the monitor instead of using the
webserver.
2.2.3 Relay Control
Relay Control option will appear in main menu once the Relay Control function
has been enabled and set by the installer

Relay Control Button

This option shows a list with the relay identifier and the relay name. User can
activate a relay for 3 seconds by clicking on the desired row of the list. This list
only shows the configured relays in the Relay Control Settings options.
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2.3 Door Bell function
In this new version, the installer can configure an IP Camera to be shown on
Monitor VIVO whenever the door bell is triggered (monitor ringing).
This is an optional function that requires that the installer previously registers an
IP camera from the doorbell settings menu, in order to get it working properly.
2.3.1 Door Bell settings
In this section we describe the procedure to establish the settings directly from
the monitor. This procedure is oriented to installers. In order to set the Door Bell
settings, the installer should access to the installer settings button.

The installer is required to enter a PIN code (4444 by default).

NOTE: In all the PIN code insertion screens, including user settings, installer
settings and alarms, the operation can be aborted by pressing the HOME
button. This brings the user back to the HOME menu.
Once the PIN code is accepted, a new window is shown:
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Next, the installer should select the Door Bell settings button (in order to find it,
the user might probably need to scroll among the installer settings pages, with
the arrow buttons).

Door Bell settings

When the installer opens the Door Bell Settings option, the following screen
appears:
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Then, the installer can enable the Doorbell camera IP option by using the
corresponding checkbox. The textbox will be enabled too. Inside this textbox the
installer must insert the IP address of the corresponding IP Camera.

Once this function has been enabled, whenever the monitor receives a doorbell
event, it will show video streaming coming from the IP Camera selected. The
communication screen shows the same icons like a standard IP Camera Autoon, except for the connection duration. The duration of this kind of
communication is just 30 seconds. After 30 seconds, the communication
between the camera and monitor ends.

NOTE: The monitor will check always if this IP Camera is activated/connected
or not. If Doorbell IP Camera is not available, then the monitor will handle
doorbell ringing event by just playing a doorbell sound (no IP camera
activation).
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2.3.2 Door Bell Setting configuration from web server
The user can configure the Door Bell Settings from the monitor webserver.
From Main page, then the user can navigate by using the Door Bell Setting link,
located inside the Look & feel menu.
Once inside Look & feel settings, the user can further go up to Door Bell
Settings, then the browser shows the following screen:

From here, the user can set a doorbell camera IP:
 Enabling the checkbox for “Door Bell Camera IP”.
 Introducing a valid IP address for the IP camera.
When the user makes click on the save button, then the information is
validated. If the information is valid the following screen is shown.

3. LYNX PANELS
This section aims to describe into detail the new functions we can enable in
FERMAX LYNX Panels.
In LYNX, there are several types of panels available, depending on which kind
of modules have been connected to the A&V module. In fact, each time the
panel is restarted the A&V module detects the specific connected modules
automatically by itself, so that the system is aware about which kind of panel is
going to behave like.
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We must remark that the specific available options that will be shown at “Call
panel settings” section inside the webserver will depend on the specific type of
panel we are dealing with.
Next, we are going to expose the 4 different type of panels that can be found in
LYNX, including one sample picture of each one (assuming Skyline/Cityline
model), and also the corresponding part of the Webserver contents, thus
covering all possibilities.

 TYPE A: Digital Panel
(A&V + display + keypad)

Call panel settings snapshot from webserver:

 TYPE B: Mixed Panel
(A&V + display + keypad + N Push)
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NOTE: there’s a limit regarding the amount of Pushbuttons Modules that can be
connected, in daisy chain, for this panel type. This is caused by some electronic
load limitations, related to the empolyed circuitry. In case that this limit is not
respected, then some unexpected/unwanted button pressing events could be
noticed.
Maximum No. of Pushbutton modules = 16. This restriction number is fixed
by the quantity of modules, not by the number of pushbuttons themselves.
EXAMPLE:
 By using 16 x “8 Button modules” -> limit will be 16x8=128 buttons.
 By using 16 x “4 Button modules” -> limit will be 16x4=64 buttons.
 …
Call panel settings snapshot from webserver:

Once inside the call panel settings section, the system will show as much
textboxes as pushbuttons have been detected by the A&V module. The
purpose of these pushbuttons is to call to specific PMUs in the
installation. So, inside these fields, the user must set the specific PMU to be
associated to each pushbutton (go to section 3.2 on page 23 of this manual).
Each textbox contains some kind of tooltip (help text), as shown in the example
below:
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This tooltip content indicates the allowed values that the user can enter
depending on the PMU which will be called with them. After the save button is
clicked, then this information is validated. If the information is valid the following
message is shown.

In case that the information introduced by the user is not valid, then a warning
dialog box is shown. This message informs about the valid values that should
be introduced. After accepting the warning message, the focus is set
automatically over the field where the wrong value is located.
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 TYPE C: Push-buttons panel
(A&V + N Push)

Call panel settings snapshot from webserver:

 TYPE D: Single Line panel.

Call panel settings snapshot from webserver.
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NOTE: Single Line Panels can be set as:
 Villa Panel (to call 1 specific apartment).
 Emergency panel (to call Property Management Unit software).
Emergency panels have IP Address 10.205.X.Y
(X = block number / Y = panel number)

The default IP address from factory for each type of panel is set as follows:
- TYPE A & B (Digital Panel, Mixed Panel):
10.200.100.0 = (General Entrance, Panel #0)
- TYPE C (Push-buttons Panel):
10.200.0.0 = Block Entrance, Block #0, Panel #0)
- TYPE D (Single Line Panel):
10.100.0.1 = Villa Panel, Block #0, Unit #1, Panel #0)
3.1 Set pushbutton panels as General Entrance
This new function is applicable to FERMAX panels TYPE C.
Now, a pushbutton panel can be configured as Block Entrance or General
Entrance.
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When the Pushbutton Panel is configured as a Block Entrance, it can only call
to monitors in the same block. Additionally, it can only be detected by monitors
in the same block. Therefore, we can program the pushbuttons by using 4
digits: [0001 – 8190]
When the Push Button Panel is configured as a General Entrance, it will be
able to call monitors in others blocks. In the same way, it will be detected by any
monitor in the LYNX system. In this case, it will be necessary to program the
monitor with 6 digits, indicating Block + Unit: [000001 – 998190]
EXAMPLE1: we want that one pushbutton calls apartment 0001 in block
23. We must program the button as:
230001.
3.2 Set pushbuttons to call different PMUs
This new function is applicable to FERMAX panels TYPE B & C. In this section
we will describe how to configure pushbuttons to call different PMUs located in
the same LYNX system.
Each button connected to the panel can be configured with a number of 4/6
digits to call an apartment and 5 digits to call the corresponding Guard Unit
(PMU Software). This configuration must be done by accessing to the panel’s
webserver > Call Panel Settings

Configuration of buttons
detected by LYNX PANEL
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Depending on its configuration, a pushbutton will be able to call a PMU set as
General Entrance, Several Blocks range or Block Entrance
a. General Entrance PMU:
100XX, where XX = PMU number [10000, 10099]
EXAMPLE1: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#0
that covers the whole condominium. We must program the button as:
10000.
EXAMPLE2: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#27
that covers the whole condominium. We must program the button as:
10027.

b. Several blocks range PMU:
200XX, where XX = PMU number [20000, 20099]
EXAMPLE3: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#5
that covers several blocks. We must program the button as:
20005.
EXAMPLE4: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#35
that covers several blocks. We must program the button as:
20035.

c. Block Entrance PMU:
YYYXX, where YYY = block, XX= PMU number. [00001, 09999]
EXAMPLE5: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#0
that covers the block#0. We must program the button as:
00000.
EXAMPLE6: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#5
that covers block#0. We must program the button as:
00005.
EXAMPLE7: we want that one pushbutton is used for calling to PMU#0
that covers block#45. We must program the button as:
04500.
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3.3 “Filtering” for pushbutton panels
It is possible to activate a restriction given by a call list. Only the unit numbers
included in this list (up to 200) are allowed to be called.
If a call is sent to a unit not included in the allowed list, the panel shows “Unit
does not exist” message. However, it’s always possible to call any unit, even
filtered units, if the call is transferred from panel to unit by a guard.
This filter behavior was only for digital panels.
Now this function is applicable to FERMAX panels TYPE C.

The “filtering function” will be configured through the webserver by means of a
check box in Call Settings

If the LYNX pushbuttons panel has the “call filter” enabled, then only the
monitors defined in the buttons will be able to see it. If the filter is not
activated, then all the monitors in the same range (block or general entrance)
will be able to see the panel on their panels list.
3.4 Calling apartments by dialing “0s” on the left
This new function is applicable to FERMAX panels TYPE A & B.
Now we can call apartments by dialing “0s” on the left:
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That means, “0” does not show “Access Code” anymore. To enter into access
control press “A”, or “B” over 5 seconds. The panel will ask for a pin code
afterwards.

4. LYNX Property Management Unit
This section aims to describe into detail the new functions we can enable in
FERMAX LYNX Property Management Unit.
4.1 Enable “Lift Control” in general entrance panels
It is possible to manage lifts from different blocks. To enable “Lift Control”
function, it is important to add the corresponding lifts to our database. In
Installer Settings, we will find the Lift Settings tab:
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Each Lift will be always associated to a specific block. Additionally, we must
select the LYNX panels that will be able to manage that lift, adding the
corresponding panel numbers into “Panel” field separated by commas:




XX = Panel number in the corresponding block (block entrance).
100XX = Panel number, referred to a general entrance.
200XX = Panel number, referred to a several blocks entrance.

EXAMPLE:
We can add Lift1 in Block1 like:
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That means, General entrance panels #1 & #2 will be able to manage
this lift as well as Block 1 panels #1 & #3

Therefore, apart from panels related to the same block we can also enable
General Entrance panels to manage lifts (Lift Control) associated to a specific
block.
Do not forget to click on “SAVE” after every change. Once changes have been
saved, the corresponding information will be synchronized in all LYNX Panels in
the installation.
4.2 Divert calls to specific LYNX monitor in the system
The guard can divert all call receptions of its PMU to another station:
 A Standard PMU can divert calls to another standard or an Alarm PMU.
 An Alarm PMU can divert the calls only to another Alarm PMU.
All the calls, Panic Calls and alarms are diverted.
 An Alarm PMU cannot divert the calls to a standard PMU.
 Additionally as new function, any PMU can also divert calls to a
specific house instead of PMU.

A scroll down list with allowed PMU or LYNX Monitors (Ext 0) is opened,
depending on the selected check)
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NOTE: The items in the scroll down list are automatically detected by PMU. The
LYNX monitors or PMUs shown on this list are the ones that the PMU can reach
(send/receive calls). Select one and click on OK.

From the moment that divert is activated, all the calls and alarms received in the
original PMU will be diverted to the designated device. When calls are diverted,
this state is indicated in the status bar.
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When the guard is available again he can recover the call reception by disabling
this “call divert” function.
4.3 Setting global Date&Time from PMU
The PMU can be configured to act as NTP Server. This function
synchronizes the Date&Time in all devices in the installation when PMU has
been launched, with every change done and every 12 hours automatically.
If Admin Server PMU has the NTP Server text field filled with its own IP
address, then the other PMUs which are present in the installation will fill their
NTP Server field automatically with just that IP address value, indicating that
they will synchronize the Date&Time against the Admin Server PMU.
It is mandatory that the Admin Server PMU is present over the LYNX
installation. In the “NTP Server” field you must set just the same Admin Server
PMU IP address number, so as this PMU acts as NTP Server for the whole
installation.
EXAMPLE: we have a particular LYNX installation where the PMU
Admin Server role is performed by the PMU General Entrance #0
(IP=10.201.100.0), therefore the IP Address number for the PMU Admin
Server is 10.201.100.0.
Then we must type “10.201.100.0” into the “NTP Server” field of the PMU
Admin Server installer settings in order to make the NTP Server function
available for all the components of the installation.
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On each LYNX device (panels & monitors), this NTP Server will be
automatically set in Network Setup:

Once the NTP has been configured, every change made in Date&Time of the
Admin Server PMU will be sent by broadcast to all installation devices (Panels,
Monitors and rest of PMUs).
IMPORTANT: these Date&Time changes must be performed directly over the
PMU software Date&Time settings section, not from Windows OS system
Date&Time settings. Otherwise the NTP synchronization feature will not work.
NOTE: after changing the Date&Time inside the PMU it is not necessary to
apply the same changes into the Windows OS clock settings: the Windows
Date&Time value will be synchronized automatically with those of the
PMU.
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4.4 Global back-up of PMU settings
The PMU can Export/Import the whole configuration. This is useful to create a
global back-up for security reasons

4.4.1 Export

The Installer is able to export the installer and admin data to an Excel file by
clicking on the export icon and selecting a destination excel file.

exported excel.xls

The information exported consists of: agenda, login, lift groups, SMS info, lifts,
floors and events.

NOTE: If the selected file already exists, then it will be overwritten. Additionally,
if the selected file is already opened, the export operation will not be done
successfully, so user will have to close it previously.

4.4.2 Import

The installer is able to import the installer and admin data from an Excel File by
clicking on the import icon and selecting an excel file.
After checking that all data are valid, then the PMU replaces the information at
the data base by those data from the excel file.
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NOTE: This Excel file can be edited manually. Only existing tabs in the Excel
will be imported. That means, it is possible to remove tabs (AGENDA, LOGIN,
LIFTS, etc.) to not overwrite the existing information. In case there is any
incorrect value, it will be indicated on this pop-up

4.5 Send database to specific panels
The Administrator settings at PMU can be used to add, edit or delete existing
entries in the agenda.
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When there is any modification in the agenda is very important to click on
“SAVE” every time, otherwise changes will be lost. A message will be displayed
on screen confirming changes.

Every time the changes are saved, the agenda information is sent to all panels
and the rest of the PMUs in order to synchronize the agenda.
The Administrator can also send the agenda to one or more selected panels by
selecting the “Selective upload” and pressing the corresponding button that
appears when the checkbox is selected.
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After pressing the button, a new window is opened to select the desired panel/s
from a list of all available panels or by writing the list of panels in the
corresponding textbox as XXXYY (separated by commas).
 XXX = block number 000 to 099, 100 in case of General Entrance
 YY = panel number

Click on “OK” to save selected panels.
Then click on “SAVE” to synchronize.

Once the agenda has been saved, PMU shows a list of the panels that have
synchronized the agenda and the panels that couldn’t synchronize it. This
informative pop-up may take some seconds to appear.
NOTE: If the administrator makes a change and choose the “Selective upload”,
then the synchronization will be done only on the selected panels. This function
is only for “re-sending” the agenda to the selected panel. All panels must have
the same version of the database.
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4.6 On-Line / Off-Line device list
The PMU Software can check which devices are online or offline.

The guard can filter online or offline devices, and also delete the offline devices.
The devices are shown in different tabs for:
 LYNX panels
 LYNX monitors
 PMUs
The list of devices is detected automatically and refreshed every 10 seconds it
can be refreshed manually it by pressing “Refresh” button.
In case there is a device that becomes offline, it will take a gap of 3 minutes of
time before this change from “online > offline” is updated in the list.
NOTE: This is because 3 minutes is employed in the whole LYNX system as
the limit time before considering that a device is really offline, thus avoiding a
temporary connection lost to create false offline events.
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EXAMPLE:
There is a particular “Device A”, that is currently online. Since the time
“HH:MM” onwards, it becomes offline. Then, although the PMU is
checking each 10 seconds, this “Device A” will remain online in the list
until “HH:MM + 3 minutes”. After this time, if “Device A” is still offline, then
this new situation will be updated in the device list.
4.7 Mobility settings
The Property Management Unit includes functionality for setting Lynx Router
address, as well as for enabling/disabling mobility for single and multiple units
(in a range). Whenever the installer aims to enable mobility for a large set of
units, it can be done with installer profile by following the procedures described
in the current section.
As prior requirement to perform these procedures, the user profile logged in the
PMU application should be admin or installer. Once user is logged in with the
proper profile, the following mobility icon will be available in the PMU icon tray.

After clicking on the mobility icon, the mobility menu is shown:

This menu redirects to the following set of actions:
-

Register Lynx Router
Enable mobility on unit
Enable mobility on unit range
Disable mobility on unit
Disable mobility on unit range
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It is strongly recommended that the Lynx Router is registered before
accessing to the enable/disable procedures. Nevertheless, enable/disable
procedures also include a button to manage Lynx Router address configuration.
4.7.1 Register Lynx Router
This procedure allows creating one or multiple Lynx Routers associated to the
current installation. These registered routers will be available to be associated
to one or multiple units, through the enable/disable procedures, described in the
following sections.
Once the user clicks on “Register Lynx Router” in the mobility menu, the
following screen is displayed:

The user should include a valid IP address where the Lynx Router has been
previously installed (by default: 10.206.0.0).
Additionally, the user should assign a concrete alias to each registered Lynx
Router, in order to easy the further identification with such alias. This alias will
be shown in the Router Lynx pull-down buttons of the enable/disable screens.
4.7.2 Enable mobility on unit
This procedure provides a way to enable mobility to a concrete unit, associating
an existing Lynx Router to manage its mobility features. The effect produced in
the associated VIVO Monitor will be that the Mobility application button will
be visible after enabling it or it will not be visible, after disabling it.
NOTE: It should not be confused with the enable mobility checkbox displayed to
the user, which enables/disables the call forwarding to mobile devices.
Once the user clicks on “Enable mobility on unit” in the mobility menu, the
following screen is shown:
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Within this screen, the user can select one concrete unit and block from the
“Agenda” button, or manually insert the block and unit numbers. Whenever the
user needs to clean block and unit fields, the user can do it by means of the
“Clean” button.
After that, the user can select an existing registered Lynx Router to be
associated with the specified unit. If the required Lynx Router is not registered
yet, the user can access to the “Register Lynx Router” screen directly from this
screen.
If the desired Lynx Router is already registered, the user can either select it
from the pull-down button, or by clicking on the “+” button which shows more
information about the existing registered Lynx Routers (it also shows the
associated IP address):
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In order to add one registered Lynx Router, the user should click on the table
entry, and then the “Accept” button will be shown. After that, the selected Lynx
Router will be loaded into the pull-down button.
Once there is a selected block, unit and Lynx Router, the “Accept” button is
shown. By clicking it, the procedure enables mobility for the specified unit,
which will be reflected in the VIVO monitor mobility settings.
Before clicking on “Accept”, whenever the user wants to cancel the whole
process, this can be done clicking on “Cancel” button.
Once we click on “Accept”, the process can be reverted if we access to the
“Disable mobility on unit”, as described in section 4.7.4.
4.7.3 Enable mobility on unit range
This procedure provides a way to enable mobility for a range of multiple units,
associating an existing Lynx Router to globally manage their mobility features.
The effect produced in the associated VIVO Monitor for the whole unit range will
be that the Mobility application button will be visible after enabling it or it will not
be visible, after disabling it.

NOTE: It should not be confused with the enable mobility checkbox displayed to
the user, which enables/disables the call forwarding to mobile devices.
Once the user clicks on “Enable mobility on unit range” in the mobility menu, the
following screen is shown:
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In this case, the user has three different options to specify the list of units to
apply the mobility activation, using different buttons:
-

-

ALL: This option enables mobility for all units belonging to the whole
Lynx installation (see previous figure).
BLOCKS: This option allows specifying one concrete block, applying the
mobility activation for all units of the specified block. In order to include
each block to the list to apply the mobility enabling, the user is required
to click on “Confirm”, which updates the list of block numbers where the
action will be applied.
UNITS: This option provides a way to specify a concrete list of units. The
list of units is composed by selecting concrete units from the agenda (or
manually) and clicking on “Add”.

Once selected the specified units to apply mobility activation, the user should
select one of the currently registered Lynx Routers to be associated to the
specified units.
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Again, if the desired Lynx Router is not available in the pull-down button, the
user can register a new Lynx Router, by clicking on the “Register Lynx Router”
button.

Once there is a selected element in the unit area and there is a selected
Lynx Router, the “Accept” button is shown. By clicking it, the procedure
enables mobility for the specified units, which will be reflected to each one of
VIVO monitor mobility settings.
Before clicking on “Accept”, whenever the user wants to cancel the whole
process, this can be done clicking on “Cancel” button.
Once we click on “Accept”, the process can be reverted if we access to the
“Disable mobility on unit range”, as described in section 4.7.5.
4.7.4 Disable mobility on unit
This procedure provides a way to disable mobility for a concrete unit. Hence,
the mobility application button will not be visible at the VIVO Monitor of this
concrete unit.
Once the user clicks on “Disable mobility on unit” in the mobility menu, the
following screen is shown:

Within this screen, the user can either select one concrete unit and block from
the Agenda button, or manually insert the block and unit numbers.
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Whenever the user needs to clean block and unit fields, the user can do it by
means of the “Clean” button.
As shown in the previous screen, the Lynx Router settings are disabled,
because the action of disabling will not require the specification of Lynx
Router.
Once there is a selected block and unit, the “Accept” button is shown. By
clicking it, the procedure disables mobility for the specified unit, which will be
reflected in the VIVO monitor mobility settings.
Before clicking on “Accept”, whenever the user wants to cancel the whole
process, this can be done clicking on “Cancel” button.
Once we click on “Accept”, the process can be reverted if we access to the
“Enable mobility on unit”, as described in section 4.7.2.
4.7.5 Disable mobility on unit range
This procedure provides a way to disable mobility for a range of multiple units.
Hence, the mobility application button will not be visible at the VIVO Monitor of
these units.
Once the user clicks on “Disable mobility on unit range” in the mobility menu,
the following screen is shown:
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As well as for the enabling procedure, the user has three different options to
specify the list of units to apply the mobility de-activation, using different radiobuttons:
-

-

ALL: This option disables mobility for all units belonging to the whole
Lynx installation.
BLOCKS: This option allows specifying one concrete block, applying the
mobility disabling for all units of the specified block. In order to include
each block to the list to apply the mobility disabling, the user is required
to click on “Confirm”, which updates the list of block numbers where the
action will be applied.
UNIT: This option provides a way to specify a concrete list of units. The
list of units is composed by selecting concrete units from the agenda (or
manually) and clicking on “Add”.

As shown in the previous screen, the Lynx Router settings are disabled,
because the action of disabling will not require the specification of Lynx Router.
Once there is a selected element in the unit area, the “Accept” button is shown.
By clicking it, the procedure disables mobility for the specified units, which will
be reflected to each one of VIVO monitor mobility settings.
Before clicking on “Accept”, whenever the user wants to cancel the whole
process, this can be done clicking on “Cancel” button.
Once we click on “Accept”, the process can be reverted if we access to the
“Enable mobility on unit range”, as described in section 4.7.3
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